LIMITING CHINESE INFLUENCE OPERATIONS

RISKS OF INTERDEPENDENCE

U.S. officials have become increasingly vocal in warning of Chinese government efforts to influence American politics and society. Several trends underlie this concern. First, Russia’s interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election brought much greater attention to the overall threat of foreign influence. Subsequent events, particularly the COVID-19 “infodemic” and the U.S. Capitol insurrection, further highlighted the fragility of America’s political-informational ecosystem and its susceptibility to damaging manipulation.

At the same time, a more assertive China has increasingly sought to shape political narratives beyond its borders, especially on China-related issues. Much of this activity is overt—including Beijing’s “wolf warrior diplomacy,” its nationalistic state-sponsored media, and its punishment of foreign companies whose speech offends the Chinese Communist Party. But some efforts are covert—ranging from traditional influence (for example, cultivating agents within foreign political circles) to modern digital techniques (for example, fabricating armies of fake social media accounts that harass and vilify dissidents).

China’s foreign influence efforts have often focused closer to home, on targets such as Taiwan and Australia. Nevertheless, in 2021 the U.S. Intelligence Community assessed that “Beijing has been intensifying efforts to shape the political environment in the United States to promote its policy preferences, mold public discourse, pressure political figures whom Beijing believes oppose its interests, and muffle criticism of China on such issues as religious freedom and the suppression of democracy in Hong Kong.” According to
the IC, China “considered but did not deploy influence efforts intended to change the outcome of the [2020] US presidential election.”\textsuperscript{337} Beijing apparently judged that the risks outweighed the benefits. This calculus may well change in the future, particularly if U.S.-China relations continue to deteriorate.

\textbf{U.S. policymakers worry that Beijing could pressure the makers of popular Chinese apps like TikTok or WeChat to support covert influence campaigns that target Americans.}

U.S. policymakers worry that Beijing could pressure the makers of popular Chinese apps like TikTok or WeChat to support covert influence campaigns that target Americans. Such a campaign might involve artificially promoting and/or suppressing certain content, perhaps leveraging the apps’ capability to microtarget specific audiences. WeChat—which is popular among the global Chinese diaspora—already censors topics such as the Tiananmen Square massacre and the Falun Gong religious movement.\textsuperscript{338} TikTok has acknowledged doing the same, but claims that it stopped in 2019.\textsuperscript{339}

\section*{RISKS AND LIMITATIONS OF DEFENSIVE MEASURES}

In theory, these concerns could justify major U.S. government restrictive measures such as app bans. In practice, however, there are good reasons for U.S. policymakers to think twice. To begin with, social media–based influence operations by China and other foreign governments may not actually be very effective. Researchers have struggled to find strong evidence that such operations can measurably alter their targets’ beliefs and actions over time. A meta-analysis by Princeton University found only one high-quality empirical study on the question.\textsuperscript{340} That study examined efforts by Russia’s Internet Research Agency during the 2016 U.S. presidential election and found no effect on American Twitter users’ political beliefs.

Although future research may identify stronger causal effects, it is worth keeping in mind the difficulties of large-scale public persuasion. To swing a U.S. presidential election, for example, Chinese influence actors would need to sway the small number of persuadable voters, or alter the turnout of voters, in battleground states. But Beijing would face stiff competition along the way. A Chinese influence campaign would be operating amid a cacophony of other voices—including political candidates and parties, community leaders, activists, traditional media commentary, and authentic citizen views—that dominate online as well as TV, radio, print, and word-of-mouth discourse. Domestic voices tend to have far more resources (billions of dollars are spent during a presidential election cycle), greater political sophistication, and thicker networks than even the most well-crafted foreign personas.

Just as domestic actors are the predominant voices in American politics, domestic players are also the main sources and amplifiers of political disinformation. Before TikTok entered
the American market, U.S.-based platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube already provided fertile ground for false, polarizing, and destructive political discourse. While these platforms have taken many actions to address influence operations, the problem seems to be growing even faster. Fundamentally, user-generated content is produced on a scale that overwhelms existing content moderation tools, and platforms lack the financial and political incentives to undertake wholesale product redesigns to reduce the spread of harmful content. Market power is one part of the problem. The size of some major platforms helps to insulate them from pressure by users, advertisers, political leaders, activists, and employees to take stronger action against influence operations and other damaging content.

In this context, competitive pressure from Chinese apps like TikTok may have beneficial effects. TikTok is the most significant competitive threat to emerge in the American social media landscape in years. As such, its presence might help spur U.S.-based platforms to take stronger action against disinformation and other influence operations to burnish their reputations among advertisers, users, and outside stakeholders. Indeed, American activists and NGOs concerned about harmful online content have begun to explicitly compare TikTok’s efforts against those of U.S.-based platforms. This suggests that TikTok’s presence has helped to intensify a reputational contest among platforms that could, if combined with regulatory and other pressure, raise the bar for responsible policies and practices by all players.

A sound U.S. policy on Chinese influence operations would place companies like TikTok in the context of the larger American political-informational ecosystem. Seen in that light, Chinese tech companies play a limited and, perhaps, not entirely harmful role. Restrictive measures to counter Chinese influence operations should therefore be carefully vetted and focus on the highest-impact, most plausible threats.

**Slow-rolling efforts to shape Americans’ general views of China and China-related policy are more readily detected and countered without resort to government tech controls.**

**RECOMMENDED POLICIES AND PROCESSES**

Washington has a variety of tools to combat Chinese influence operations, but it should reserve technology restrictions such as app bans for the most serious risks. These would include the risk that China successfully alters a national election outcome or greatly reduces public confidence in an election. Potential influence operations with life-and-death consequences, such as those that markedly increase vaccine hesitancy during a pandemic, would also justify strong controls. However, long-term influence operations on less sensitive topics can often be managed in other ways. The bulk of Chinese influence activity in the United States seems aimed at shaping Americans’ general views of China and China-related policy. These slow-
rolling persuasion campaigns, while troubling, are no emergency. They are more readily detected and countered without resort to government controls.

It is unclear whether China currently has the ability to achieve any of the most dangerous influence outcomes, such as swinging an election. The U.S. government should conduct a careful, fact-based assessment to guide its use of technology controls. The Intelligence Community can help by estimating the Chinese government’s capability and willingness to subvert Chinese commercial technology to influence Americans. But a China-focused intelligence assessment is only part of what policymakers would need. U.S. policymakers must also understand the American political and societal factors that would determine whether Chinese influence operations ultimately succeed or fail. This analysis would be crucial to properly size up the threat and weigh policy responses, yet the Intelligence Community and other government agencies lack the authority and expertise to conduct such an assessment.

To supplement the IC’s analysis, the president could convene an outside advisory group of political scientists, communications experts, influence operations researchers, and technologists, perhaps under the aegis of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. This panel would examine the U.S. domestic environment’s susceptibility to Chinese digital influence operations. For example, it might consider whether and how such operations could effectively persuade key voting constituencies or influence their turnout, considering factors like the partisan balance in swing states and the responsiveness of various constituencies to targeted digital campaigns. A government-sponsored analysis of this kind would need to be carefully designed to prevent real and perceived impingements on Americans’ civil liberties.344

CASE STUDIES

**TikTok.** The most significant U.S. restrictions aimed at thwarting Chinese influence operations were Trump’s executive orders attempting to ban TikTok and force its sale. These orders—which have never been implemented—were not justified based on publicly available evidence about influence threats. While Trump vaguely claimed that TikTok could “be used for disinformation campaigns that benefit the Chinese Communist Party,” his administration offered no analysis of how effective these campaigns might be.345

Biden rescinded the TikTok ban. He replaced it with a new mechanism, the Commerce Department’s ICTS supply chain security rule, to evaluate any Chinese software and hardware popularly used in the United States. Later, he published “a criteria-based decision framework” to help guide the Commerce Department’s review of so-called “connected software applications” such as TikTok.346 However, officials have not publicly confirmed whether TikTok is currently being investigated under the ICTS process.347
The Department of Commerce should carry out such a review, if it has not already started one. Biden’s criteria offer a helpful starting point but should be refined to more specifically assess TikTok’s threat as a medium for Chinese influence operations. Outside experts should draw on the best data and science to answer key questions including: whether TikTok’s user base contains a large number of swing state voters; whether political content on TikTok content appears highly influential with a critical mass of those voters; whether corporate firewalls cannot reliably prevent Beijing from hijacking the platform in an undetected way during the course of an election; and whether the threat of Chinese influence operations via TikTok outweighs any benefits that TikTok may have on U.S. political discourse, including from competitive pressures on American tech platforms.

**Long-term influence.** Beyond TikTok, many proposals to limit Chinese influence capabilities in the United States do not focus on high-consequence, time-critical processes like elections. Instead, there is often worry that Beijing may gradually sway Americans’ views about China-related policies. Confucius Institutes (Chinese public diplomacy initiatives embedded in U.S. universities) are frequent bogeymen, as is Chinese influence over U.S. entertainment sectors, like filmmaking and sports. CFIUS is reportedly in talks with Chinese tech giant Tencent about its ownership stakes in major U.S. video game developers. At some point, relationships between Chinese tech companies and U.S. streaming platforms—like Netflix-Baidu and HBO-Tencent—will likely come under scrutiny. But none of these arrangements seem to represent the kind of urgent influence threat that justifies forceful U.S. government controls.

**KEY OFFENSIVE POLICIES**

While the U.S. government should continue to monitor and disrupt Chinese influence activities, its top priority must be restoring health to America’s domestic information ecosystem. Washington must recognize that disinformation flourishes due to deep-seated and largely homegrown trends—in American politics, society, economy, and law—that have co-evolved over decades and become mutually reinforcing. Key factors include the TV and online media landscape (segmenting Americans into ideological echo chambers), social media business models (maximizing user engagement and enabling microtargeting), and political party dynamics (such as geographic sorting, gerrymandering, and primary election rules). Large-scale progress in combating disinformation would require profound national reforms in these and other arenas. The goal would be

*The top priority must be restoring health to America’s domestic information ecosystem. This would disincentivize the production, amplification, and consumption of disinformation from all sources—not just China.*
be to disincentivize the production, amplification, and consumption of disinformation from all sources—not just China.

True reform would be an extremely daunting task. The federal government’s role in combating disinformation is poorly defined and heavily constrained by laws, norms, and political obstacles. Its tools are often tactical in nature (like sanctions) and oriented toward foreign threats (as with the Foreign Agents Registration Act). Federal overreach could actually worsen political distrust or create harmful precedents that future administrations could abuse. In fact, some of the most dangerous disinformers have been federal officeholders and candidates.

That said, experts have proposed a raft of policy ideas that the U.S. government could either implement or help to coordinate. These include strengthening regulation of online platforms; reforming campaign finance, election advertising, and redistricting laws; funding media literacy education; creating new public-private grant programs for journalists; and funding and facilitating basic research on influence operations. Such policies have not been rigorously tested. In fact, there is very little empirical evidence about the impacts of influence operations or the effectiveness of countermeasures. Still, improving the U.S. domestic information environment would be much more effective in curbing Beijing’s influence operations than any China-specific measures. Moreover, these policies would help to address domestic disinformation, a far more serious problem.
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